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The authors address 2 questions about embarrassment. First, Is embarrassment a distinct emotion?

The evidence indicates that the antecedents, experience, and display of embarrassment, and to a

limited extent its autonomic physiology, are distinct from shame, guilt, and amusement and share

the dynamic, temporal characteristics of emotion. Second, What are the theoretical accounts of

embarrassment? Three accounts focus on the causes of embarrassment, positing that it follows the

loss of self-esteem, concern for others' evaluations, or absence of scripts to guide interactions. A

fourth account focuses on the effects of the remedial actions of embarrassment, which correct

preceding transgressions. A fifth account focuses on the functional parallels between embarrassment

and nonhuman appeasement. The discussion focuses on unanswered questions about embarrassment.

Embarrassment is not an irrational impulse breaking through

socially prescribed behavior but part of this orderly behavior itself.

(Goffman, 1956, pp. 270-271)

Embarrassment has a checkered history in the social sciences.

For certain theorists, embarrassment is woven into the very fab-

ric of harmonious social relations, serving as an emotional
mechanism that enables people to maintain the stability of moral

communities in the seemingly ordinary interactions of quotidian

life (Goffman, 1967; Miller & Leary, 1992; Scheff, 1988).

People's experience and display of embarrassment, from this

perspective, play a critical role in socialization practices, such

as teasing and punishment, the motivation of moral behavior

and conformity, the development of the conscience, and the

negotiation of social roles and status (Ausubel, 1955; Clark,

1990; Keltner, Young, & Buswell, in press; Kochanska, 1993;

Miller, 1996; Miller & Leary, 1992; Scheff, 1988).

Traditional emotion researchers, however, have largely ig-

nored embarrassment. Darwin (1872, pp. 309-346) failed to

consider embarrassment in his analysis of the blush.1 Subsequent

theorists have not extensively considered embarrassment in their

theorizing or empirical studies (Izard, 1977; Lazarus, 1991;

Plutchik, 1984; Roseman, Wiest, & Swartz, 1994; Smith &

Ellsworth, 1985; Tomkins, 1963). Theorists have described em-

barrassment as a less intense, less serious variant of shame

(Lewis, 1993; Tomkins, 1963), a form of social anxiety

(Schlenker & Leary, 1982), a dejection-related emotion whose

prototypical member is sadness (Higgins, 1987; Shaver,

Schwartz, Kirson, & O'Connor, 1987), a secondary emotion
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(Lewis, Stanger, Sullivan, & Barone, 1991), or a more cogni-

tively complex emotion (e.g., Campos, Barrett, Lamb, Gold-

smith, & Stenberg, 1983).

Recently, however, research has begun to illuminate the defin-

ing characteristics and functions of the "self-conscious emo-

tions," which include embarrassment, shame, guilt, and pride

(Edelmann, 1987, 1990; Keltner, 1995; Lewis, 1993; Miller,

1992, 1996; Miller & Leary, 1992; Miller & Tangney, 1994;

Parrott & Smith, 1991; Tangney, 1990, 1991, 1992; Tangney &

Fischer, 3 995). The emergent study of the self-conscious emo-

tions raises two questions whose answers provide the framework

of this article. First, Is embarrassment a distinct emotion? To

answer this question, we present the logic that guides the deter-

mination of whether an emotion is distinct and then review the

evidence relevant to whether the forms of embarrassment—

its antecedents, appraisals, experience, nonverbal display, and

autonomic physiology—are distinct from other emotions, in

particular, shame, guilt, amusement, fear, and sadness. Having

ascertained the forms of embarrassment, we then address the

second question guiding this review—What accounts for the

responses associated with embarrassment? To address this ques-

tion, we review five accounts that focus on different theoretical

questions and aspects of embarrassment. Three accounts primar-

ily focus on the immediate causes of the experience of embar-

rassment, a fourth focuses on the social effects of embar-

rassment, and a fifth addresses the functions of embarrassment.

Evidence for Embarrassment as a Distinct Emotion

The search for distinctions among emotions has been a long-

standing interest (Darwin, 1872; James, 1884), guiding the

study of emotion antecedents and appraisal processes (e.g., Bou-

cher & Brandt, 1981; Lazarus, 1991; Roseman et al., 1994;

Smith & Ellsworth, 1985), nonverbal communication (e.g., Ek-
man, 1984; Ekman, Sorenson, & Friesen, 1969; Izard, 1971),

' Darwin did refer to two kinds of shame related to the blush: shame

related to moral transgressions and shame related to breaches of eti-

quette. The second kind of shame seems to correspond to embarrassment.
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and central and autonomic nervous system activity (e.g., Ca-

cioppo, Klein, Berntson, & Hatfield, 1993; Davidson, Ekman,

Saron, Senulis, & Friesen, 1990; Ekman, Levenson, & Friesen,

1983; James, 1884; Levenson, 1992). Establishing a taxonomy

of distinct emotions serves as a basis for theories that explicate

emotion and the functions of emotion-related responses (Rose-

man et al., 1994) and serves as the basis for the study of cross-

cultural variation in emotion (Haidt & Keltner, 1997).

The search for distinct emotions, with intellectual precedent

in the classical philosophers (Solomon, 1976), was shaped by

Darwin (1872), who focused on a limited set of emotions in

his book, The Expression of Emotions in Man and Animals.

Contemporary emotion theorists, some of whom are listed in

Table 1, have tended to agree that anger, disgust, distress or

sadness, enjoyment or happiness, fear, surprise, and possibly

contempt are distinct emotions. With the recent exception of

Ekman (1992), these theorists exclude embarrassment from

their taxonomies of distinct emotions. This view of embar-

rassment may have several sources. Evolutionary-oriented theo-

rists who emphasize the continuity between other species's be-

havior and human emotion (e.g., Darwin, 1872) may not have

been convinced that other species demonstrate embarrassment-

like behavior. Embarrassment also seems to have different prop-

erties than seemingly "primary" emotions, such as anger or

disgust. Embarrassment emerges later in development, involves

complex cognitive processes—such as the evaluation of one's

behavior from another's perspective—and seems to serve so-

cialized rather than biologically based goals (Campos et al.,

1983; Lewis, 1993).

In contrast, lay people rate embarrassment as a clear example

of an emotion, even more so than such emotions as contempt

and disgust (Shaver et al., 1987). Embarrassment is frequently

experienced in daily life (Miller, 1996) and is central to the

social life of many cultures (e.g., Abu-Lughod, 1986; Lebra,

1983). Is embarrassment, therefore, a distinct emotion? Or is

it somehow different from the emotions more commonly consid-

ered distinct, perhaps a variant or subordinate member of a more

primary emotion, or a complex blend of other emotions? There

is now sufficient evidence to address these related questions.

Criteria for Establishing a Distinct Emotion

To ascertain whether embarrassment is a distinct emotion, we

rely on Ekman's (1992) nine characteristics of distinct emo-

tions, which are presented in Table 2. These criteria derive from

the widespread assumptions that emotions coordinate the activ-

Table 1

Theorists' List of Distinct Emotions

Emotion

Anger
Awe
Boredom

Anxiety
Challenge
Compassion
Contempt
Disgust

Dislike
Distress
Embarrassment
Enjoyment
Envy
Excitement
Fear
Frustration
Guilt

Happiness
Hope

Interest
Jealousy
Joy
Love
Pain
Pride
Regret
Relief

Sadness
Shame
Surprise

Ekman
(1992)

X

X'

X
X

X1

X'
X

X"
X

x-

X
X'
X

Izard
(1977)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

Lazarus
(1991)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

Theorist

Roseman et al.
(1990)

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X

Smith & Ellsworth
(1985)

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

Tomkins
(1984)

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

a Ekman only recently acknowledged that these states may be distinct emotions.
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ity of different response systems to produce quick, adaptive

reactions to threats to persona] and social survival (Ekman,

1972, 1992; Frijda, 1986; Izard, 1977; Lazarus, 1991). The first

four criteria pertain to whether the different emotions are distinct

from one another; thus, the different emotions are believed to

have distinct (a) antecedents, (b) experiences and appraisal

processes, (c) facial expressions, and (d) physiological re-

sponses. Our review focuses on whether, in these channels of

response, embarrassment is distinct from shame, which is often

considered in the same emotion category as embarrassment

(Darwin, 1872; Higgins, 1987; Izard, 1977; Schlenker & Leary,

1982; Tomkins, 1963); amusement, which is believed to occur

during embarrassment and like embarrassment involves smiling

(Goffman, 1967); guilt; and fear and sadness, which some theo-

retical accounts imply may resemble embarrassment. The re-

maining five criteria refer to characteristics that emotions pos-

sess, as opposed to other affective states such as moods. Emo-

tions are associated with responses that are (a) quick in onset,

(b) brief, (c) coherent, (d) unbidden, and (e) observed in other

species. We consider these criteria in addressing whether embar-

rassment is associated with an emotion-like pattern of responses.

Antecedents of Embarrassment

Theorists of diverse persuasions have proposed that emotions

enable humans to respond adaptively to problems related to

human survival (Darwin, 1872; Ekman, 1972; Lazarus, 1991;

Lutz & White, 1986; Plutchik, 1984; Roseman, Spindel, & Jose,

1990; Tomkins, 1984). These problems or fundamental life tasks

are the antecedents of emotion, which trigger specific appraisal

and experiential processes. Emotions are believed to be associ-

ated with distinct and universal antecedents, appraisals, and ex-

periences (Ekman, 1992).

In studies of the antecedents of embarrassment, participants

have (a) described several embarrassing situations, which re-

searchers then classified according to taxonomies of embar-

rassing situations (e.g., Keltner & Buswell, 1996; Miller, 1992);

(b) described one embarrassing situation in detail (e.g., Par-

Table 2

Criteria for Establishing Distinct Emotions

Emotion differentiation

Characteristic

Automatic appraisal
Brief duration
Coherent response
Observed in other species
Quick onset
Specific physiology
Unbidden
Universal antecedents
Universal facial expression

From one
another

X

X

X
X

From related
phenomena

X
X

X
X

X

Note. From Table 1 of "An Argument for Basic Emotions," by P.
Ekman, Cognition and Emotion, 1992, Vol. 6, p. 75. Copyright 1992 by
Erlbaum (UK) Taylor & Francis, Hove, UK. Adapted with permission.

roll & Smith, 1991); or (c) rated the phenomenological and

contextual properties of embarrassing events (Miller & Tangney,

1994; Tangney, Miller, Flicker, & Barlow, 1996). These self-

report accounts may only capture lay theories rather than the

actual causes and experiences of emotion (Parkinson &

Manstead, 1992). Notwithstanding this limitation, several re-

searchers have now examined the antecedents and experience

of embarrassment (Buss, 1980; Edelmann, 1987; Gross &

Stone, 1964; Miller, 1992; Parrott & Smith, 1991; Saltier, 1965)

or compared these aspects of embarrassment with those of

shame and guilt (Keltner & Buswell, 1996; Miller & Tangney,

1994; Tangney et al., 1996). Table 3 summarizes the results

from these studies, presenting the antecedents, appraisals, and

experiences that participants frequently mentioned when de-

scribing embarrassment.

The antecedents of embarrassment most typically involve vio-

lations of social conventions that increase social exposure. Thus,

people commonly report experiencing embarrassment following

their own physical pratfalls (e.g., tripping), cognitive shortcom-

ings (e.g., forgetting the name of a new acquaintance), loss of

body control (e.g., belching or uncontrolled flatulence), failure

to maintain privacy (e.g., having one's feelings disclosed), and

awkward social interactions and when they have been teased by

others or been the object of undesirable social attention (Edel-

mann, 1987; Keltner & Buswell, 1996; Miller, 1992; Miller &

Tangney, 1994; Saltier, 1966). The results of these antecedent

studies confirm the intuitions of early theorists. Darwin (1872)

considered one variant of shame, most likely embarrassmenl, to

follow breaches of etiquette. Goffman (1967) proposed that

embarrassment follows violations of "ceremonial rules,"

(p. 54) which he defined as conventionalized means by which

people express their public character. The link between embar-

rassment and public, conventional behavior may accounl for

why embarrassment, both in children and adults, tends to be

less intense among family and friends than among strangers and

new acquaintances (Buswell & Keltner, 1996; Lewis et al.,

1991; MacDonald & Davies, 1983) and between people from

different cultures whose norms are less relevant to one another

(Harre, 1990).

Although studies reveal considerable overlap in the anteced-

ents of shame and guilt, these two self-conscious emotions fol-

low different transgressions than those of embarrassment.

Shame follows the failure to live up to expectations, either one's

own or those of significant others, that define the "core self,"

"ego ideal," or character (Babcock & Sabini, 1990; Lazarus,

1991;Lindsay-Hartz, 1984; Tangney, 1992; Tangney, Marschall,

Rosenberg, Barlow, & Wagner, 1992; Tangney et al., 1996).

Thus, commonly reported antecedents of shame include failing

al an achievement-related task, hurting another's feelings, and

failing to act in accordance with personal ideals, for example,

as a caring, industrious, or intelligent person. Guilt appears to

follow transgressions of moral rules that govern behavior toward

others (Tangney, 1992). The common antecedents of guilt,

therefore, include lying, cheating, stealing, infidelity, and ne-

glecting personal duties (Ausubel, 1955; Keltner & Buswell,

1996; Lindsay-Hartz, 1984; Tangney, 1992; Tangney et al.,

1996). Participants in one study rated the antecedents of shame

and guilt to be twice as moral in their connotations as those of
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Table 3
Summary of Studies of the Antecedents, Appraisals, and

Experience of Embarrassment

Antecedents"

Individual behavior
Physical ineptness
Cognitive shortcomings
Loss of control
Failures of privacy

regulation
Interactive behavior

Loss of script
Knowledge of

transgression
Others in group transgress

Audience provocation
Others publicize

transgressions
Others tease

Vicarious embarrassment

Salient appraisals

Others' evaluation
Lack of control
Temporary cause
Low effort
Uncertainty

Experience

Funny
Awkward

Foolish
Nervous, worried
Surprised
Self-conscious
Mild, brief
Abrupt
Hiding, withdrawal
Others' laughter

• From Table 1 of "The Nature and Severity of Self-Reported Embar-
rassing Circumstances,'' by R. S. Miller, Personality and Social Psychol-

ogy Bulletin, 1992, Vol. 18, p. 193. Copyright 1992 by Sage. Adapted
with permission.

embarrassment (Tangney et al., 1996), which is consistent with

previous speculations (e.g., Goffman, 1967; Harre, 1990). Par-

ticipants in another study listed very few of the same antecedents

for embarrassment and shame (9% overlap) or embarrassment

and guilt (5% overlap; Keltner & Buswell, 1996).

One study found that the social contexts of embarrassment,

shame, and guilt also differ (Tangney et al., 1996). Participants

reported that embarrassment occurred in front of larger audi-

ences than did shame and guilt (on average 6.8 people, com-

pared with about 2.0 people for the other emotions). Although

participants reported that all three emotions occurred most fre-

quently around friends, participants reported experiencing em-

barrassment more frequently around strangers and acquain-

tances. Finally, participants reported that embarrassment was

less likely to occur when they were alone (2.2% of responses)

compared with shame (18.2%) and guilt (10.4%). Embar-

rassment, more so than shame and guilt, occurs during public,

impersonal interactions and seems to implicate the "outer" or

public self rather than the "inner" or private self (e.g., Goffman,

1967;Lebra, 1983).

Are these antecedents of embarrassment universal, suggesting

that across cultures embarrassment may enable humans to re-

spond adaptively to similar problems? To address this issue,

Haidt and Keltner (1997) gave participants in rural India and

the United States validated photographs of facial displays of

emotion, including those of embarrassment, shame, amusement,

fear, and sadness (a facial display of guilt has yet to identified).

After viewing each photo, participants were asked to generate

situations that "would make the person show the expression in

the photo." Although people from India and the United States

differ in their religion, social structure, and moral concepts

(Shweder, 1993), members of both cultures referred to similar

antecedents to explain displays of embarrassment (violations of

social conventions that involved social evaluation), and these

antecedents differed from those that participants generated to

explain the displays of shame (serious moral transgressions),

amusement-related laughter (jokes or interactions with friends),

fear (physical danger), and sadness (loss of a loved one).

In another relevant study, Iranian (Ages 5-13) and Japanese

(Ages 9-12) children rated how embarrassing 92 different em-

barrassing and shameful situations were (Hashimoto & Shimizu,

1988).2 In these two cultures, children classified the causes

of embarrassment into similar categories. Factor analysis of

children's ratings of the situations uncovered four clusters of

antecedents common to the two cultures that revolved around

unacceptable public behavior and undesired social exposure.

These four clusters of antecedents included having an inferior

self-image, being stared at, being bodily undressed, and being

criticized. Whereas the children from the two cultures conceptu-

alized the causes of embarrassment and shame hi similar ways,

they did differ in their intensity ratings for about half of the

situations.

Although researchers have yet to compare the antecedents

of embarrassment with those of amusement, fear, and sadness,

relevant theory points to clear differences. Incongruous, rela-

tively unimportant, and playful circumstances are the anteced-

ents of amusement (Ruch, 1993), which differ from the viola-

tions of social conventions that produce embarrassment that are

important to the individual and group. Fear occurs when the

individual faces an immediate, concrete, and overwhelming

physical danger, and sadness occurs following irrevocable loss

(Lazarus, 1991). The antecedents of these two emotions both

differ from the antecedents of embarrassment.

Patterns of Appraisals and Experience Associated With

Embarrassment

Table 3 also presents the defining appraisals and experiential

properties of embarrassment. In terms of the traditionally stud-

ied dimensions of appraisal (e.g., Smith & Ellsworth, 1985),

individuals in embarrassing situations have indicated the acute

sense of others' evaluations, the sense that they had little control

over and personal responsibility for the event—which seems

more accidental and the product of temporary causes than the

outcome of personal, stable intentions (Tangney et al., 1996) —

and high levels of uncertainty as to how to act (Parrott &

Smith, 1991). Additionally, embarrassment and shame relate to

attributions of low ability, whereas guilt relates to attributions

of low effort (J. Brown & Weiner, 1984).

The direct comparisons of the appraisals and experiences of

embarrassment, shame, and guilt are few, but again we find

consistent differences among these self-conscious emotions

(MiUer& Tangney, 1994; Mosher& White, 1981; Tangney etal.,

1996). In a first study, participants recalled three embarrassing

events and three shame-inducing events. After vividly imagining

those experiences, they sorted 56 statements relevant to self-

conscious emotions according to their similarity to shame or

2 The authors of this study did not differentiate between the embar-

rassing and shameful situations.
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embarrassment (Miller & Tangney, 1994). For 39 of 56 state-
ments, participants reliably identified the descriptor as more
characteristic of embarrassment or shame. In a second study,
participants rated their recalled experiences of embarrassment,
shame, and guilt on 31 items that captured different dimensions
of the experience of the self-conscious emotions (Tangney et
al., 1996). Participants' ratings of embarrassment differed sta-
tistically from those of shame for 71% of the items and from
those of guilt for 77% of the items.

Across these two studies, participants reported that during
the experience of embarrassment, they felt funny, awkward,
foolish, nervous, surprised, and self-conscious and the pro-
nounced inclination to laugh, hide, and withdraw. In contrast to
the brief, light-hearted, and mild experience of embarrassment,
participants reported that the experience of shame was defined
by the sense of being a bad immoral person, long-lasting anger
and disgust at the self, the feeling of isolation from others, and
the inclination to apologize. Participants' reported experiences
of embarrassment and shame involved certain similarities, in-
cluding feeling inept, being seen in an undesirable light, being
overcome by the expression of the emotion, being physically
small and inferior to others, experiencing self-blame, and desir-
ing to hide. These similarities may account for why people
reported that some experiences of shame followed embarrassing
events (8% of the reported shame antecedents in Tangney,
1992). In various studies, participants reported that guilt was
defined by strong feelings of empathy and the awareness of
others' feelings; by the motivation to alleviate that distress
through action, confession, and apology; and, compared with
shame and embarrassment, by less self-consciousness and feel-
ings of inferiority (Baumeister, Stillwell, & Heatherton, 1994;
Tangney, 1992; Tangney et al., 1996; Wicker, Payne, & Morgan,
1983).

In a related study, participants imagined themselves in embar-
rassing and shame-inducing situations and then rated their expe-
riences on the 30-item Differential Emotion Scale, which cap-
tures the experience of 10 emotions (Mosher & White, 1981).
Two findings supported the claim that the experiences of embar-
rassment and shame differ. First, participants' self-report pro-
files for the embarrassment and shame situations were uncorre-
lated (see also Babcock & Sabini, 1990). Second, participants
reported greater embarrassment and surprise for the embar-
rassing situations and greater shame and negative emotion (e.g.,
anger, contempt, disgust) for the shame-inducing situations.

The awareness of other people's actions and emotions also
differentiates embarrassment from shame and guilt (e.g., Cu-
pach & Metis, 1990; Edelmann & Iwawaki, 1987; Miller &
Tangney, 1994; Tangney et al., 1996). Embarrassment is linked
to others' laughter, which may be part of a concerted effort to
discount the transgression. Shame is linked to others' anger and
disgust, which may relate to the devastating sense of personal
incompetence of shame. Finally, guilt is linked to others' pain,
which is the likely outcome of an individual's harmful action
toward others—a common cause of guilt.

Nonverbal Display of Embarrassment
Studies of facial expressions of emotion have been motivated

by the assumption that each emotion is associated with a distinct

pattern of nonverbal behavior that communicates the individu-
al's emotion and likely action to others (Darwin, 1872; Ekman,
1972, 1993; Izard, 1971). In these studies, researchers have
focused on anger, contempt, disgust, happiness, fear, sadness,
surprise, and—on occasion—shame (Ekman, 1972; Ekman et
al., 1969; Izard, 1971). Researchers have equated the nonverbal
display of embarrassment to that of shame (Izard, 1977; Tbm-
kins, 1963) or to a chaotic, disorganized fluster (Goffman, 1967;
Silver, Sabini, & Parrott, 1987), implying that it does not unfold
in a coherent fashion as do the displays of other emotions (Ek-
man, 1992).

Laboratory studies and naturalistic observations have found
that embarrassment is associated with gaze aversion; shifting
eye positions; speech disturbances; face touches; a "nervous,
silly smile"; and rigid, slouched posture (Asendorpf, 1990;
Edelmann & Hampson, 1979, 1981a; Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1989;
Goffman, 1967; Heckhausen, 1984; Lewis, Alessandri, & Sulli-
van, 1992; Modigliani, 1971; Stipek, Recchia, & McClintic,
!992). The blush, which people often report experiencing dur-
ing embarrassment (Edelmann, 1987), is claimed to also occur
during shame and anger (Leary, Britt, Cutlip, & Templeton,
1992; Lewis, 1993) and, therefore, does not uniquely signal
embarrassment. These findings and observations fail to establish
whether embarrassment, like the other distinct emotions, (a)
possesses unique facial actions; (b) unfolds in a coherent, brief
fashion; and (c) is accurately identified by observers. To find
answers to these questions, researchers have carried out compo-
nent studies, which identify the nonverbal behaviors associated
with the experience of embarrassment, and judgment studies,
which determine whether observers can reliably differentiate the
embarrassment display from other emotion displays.

A first component study compared the nonverbal behavior of
participants who had reported experiencing either embar-
rassment or amusement while posing an awkwardly achieved,
funny looking facial expression during a videotaping session
(Keltner, 1995, Study 1). Participants' behavior was coded with
the facial action coding system (Ekman & Friesen, 1976, 1978),
which identifies all visible facial muscle actions. Figure 1 pres-

Figure 1. A prototypical embarrassment display.
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ents a posed version of the prototypical embarrassment display,
and Figure 2 represents how this display typically unfolds.

The embarrassment display unfolds in the following reliable
sequence: gaze aversion; a smile control, which is a lower facial
action that potentially inhibits the smile; a non-Duchenne smile,
which only involves the zygomatic major muscle action that
pulls the corners of the lips upward; a second smile control;
head movements down; and then face touching, which occurred
about 25% of the time. Three kinds of evidence indicate that
the embarrassment display is distinct. First, certain nonverbal
actions, including gaze aversion, smile controls, and head move-
ments down, differentiate embarrassment from amusement and
account for the oft-noted self-conscious and silly quality of the
embarrassment display (Goffman, 1967; Miller &Leary, 1992).
Second, the embarrassment display unfolds in a different tempo-
ral order than that of amusement: Most notably, the first action
is gaze down for embarrassment and a smile for amusement,
which is consistent with other studies (Asendorpf, 1990). Third,
whereas participants' self-reports of embarrassment were corre-
lated with increased gaze down and smile controls, their self-

reports of amusement were correlated with increased smile
intensity.

Researchers have documented a similar pattern of gaze aver-
sion, smiling, and face touching as the display of embarrassment
in young children, starting at about 18 months of age (Lewis
et al., 1991; Lewis, Sullivan, Stanger, & Weiss, 1989). In one
study, 2-year-olds displayed this embarrassment display when
they danced in front of others and when they were overpraised.
In contrast, when these same 2-year-olds were approached by a
stranger, they displayed facial expressions of wariness, defined
by an attentive, somber look and inhibition (Lewis et al., 1991,
Study 2). Fearful and embarrassing situations appear to evoke
different nonverbal displays early in life. Similar to adults who
experienced more embarrassment around strangers than familiar
individuals (e.g., MacDonald & Davies, 1983), young children
were more likely to display embarrassment when dancing in
front of a stranger than their mother (Lewis et al., 1991).

People's descriptions of embarrassment also indicate that its
nonverbal display is distinct. Across cultures, people commonly
report gaze aversion during embarrassment and smiling rather

Gaze
Down

Smile
Control

Smile

Gaze
Shifts

Head
Away

2 3 4 5 6

Time in Seconds

Figure 2. Representation of the components of a prototypical embarrassment response. This prototypical
embarrassment display was created by calculating the mean onset and offset times of the actions shown by
at least 50% of embarrassed participants. The mean duration of each action is equal to the interval beginning
with the left-most edge of the photograph and ending with the end of the arrow. From Figure 1 of "The
Signs of Appeasement: Evidence for the Distinct Displays of Embarrassment, Amusement, and Shame," by
D. Keltner, Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 1995, Vol. 68, p. 445. Copyright 1995 by the
American Psychological Association. Adapted with permission.
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than laughing, which is more typically associated with amuse-

ment (Edelmann et al., 1987; Edelmann & Iwawaki, 1987).

People also overwhelmingly report smiling during embar-

rassment but not shame (e.g., Miller & Tangney, 1994), sug-
gesting that the self-conscious smile of embarrassment is dis-

tinct from the shame display.

These component studies have largely focused on identifying

a prototypical embarrassment display, which raises the question

of how the embarrassment display varies across contexts, indi-

viduals, and cultures. For example, across cultures, people re-

port that embarrassment is associated with certain behaviors,

such as the blush or smiling, with different frequencies (Edel-

mann et al., 1987). To gain purchase on this problem, we have

examined the constants and variation of the embarrassment dis-

play observed in three different contexts: following overpraise,

while watching someone else become embarrassed, and follow-

ing a breach of privacy (Buswell & Keltner, 1996). In all three
contexts, participants exhibited the prototypical features of the

embarrassment display, including gaze down, a smile and smile

control, head movements away and down, and face touching,

all of which were observed within a 5-s period. Across the three

contexts, participants' gaze down latency, smile controls, and

face touching did not vary, suggesting that these behaviors may

be the "theme" of the embarrassment display (Ekman, 1992)

and are less likely to vary across cultures and individuals. In

contrast, participants' smiles were more intense following over-

praise, and their head and gaze movements down were more

intense following the breach of privacy. These components of

the embarrassment display may vary according to the social

significance the individual or culture attaches to embarrassment.

Consistent with these speculations, the British participants re-

ported smiling more frequently during embarrassment than did

the Japanese, who reported the experience of embarrassment to

be more intense and likely to involve others' criticisms (Edel-

mann & Iwawaki, 1987).

Observers' Judgments of Embarrassment Displays

Can observers accurately identify the embarrassment display?

Certain emotions, such as guilt, may be marked by a distinct

pattern of nonverbal behaviors that observers fail to reliably

identify (Ekman, 1993). Embarrassment may fall into this class

of emotions, given the pronounced interest people have in hiding

their embarrassment from others (e.g., Edelmann & Hampson,

1981b;Goffman, 1967; Tangney et al., 1996). Several judgment

studies—which we summarize in Table 4—however, suggest

otherwise. In response to critiques of traditional judgment stud-

ies (Russell, 1991, 1994), we presented still photographs of

posed embarrassment displays, much like that presented in Fig-

ure 1, and videotapes of spontaneous displays. We also gathered

both free response and forced-choice data from observers.
Across studies, observers accurately identified spontaneous em-

barrassment displays (Keltner, 1995) and still photographs of

embarrassment both in the United States (Keltner & Buswell,

1996) and rural India (Haidt & Keltner, 1997). Observers ap-

peared to judge the array of expressions according to a prototype

of the embarrassment display; Specifically, their accuracy was
strongly correlated with the number of signs of embarrassment

in the display, peaking at 92% when the prototypical display was

presented (Keltner, 1995, Study 2). Across studies, observers

identified shame, represented as gaze and head movements

down, with above chance accuracy; but they infrequently con-
fused shame and embarrassment with one another (approxi-

mately 5% of the time across studies), contradicting claims that

the two emotions share the same display (Izard, 1977; Tomkins,
1963). The most common secondary responses to the shame

display were disgust, guilt, and sadness. In a recent study, ob-

servers demonstrated considerable consensus in their judgments

of other individuals' spontaneous displays of embarrassment in

the context of ongoing social interactions (Marcus, Wilson, &

Miller, 1996).

Research in India has also identified two voluntary, emblem-

atic displays of embarrassment (Haidt & Keltner, 1997). First,

observers frequently attributed embarrassment to a person cov-

ering his or her eyes with his or her hand, although they just as

frequently identified this display as shame. Second, observers

identified the tongue bite—a display thought to signal embar-

rassment and related emotions in southeast Asia (La Barre,

1947) —as embarrassment in India but not in the United States.

Culturally specific displays of emotion may be voluntarily

produced.

The Autonomic Physiology of Embarrassment

No aspect of embarrassment has received more widespread

attention yet so little direct empirical study as the blush. People

commonly report that they blush during embarrassment, ranging

from 21% of Spanish participants (Edelmann, 1990) to 92% of

U.S. students (Miller & Tangney, 1994). Scholars have de-

scribed the blush as a sign of moral character (Burgess, 1839;

Frank, 1988), displaced erotic desires that "phallicize" the face

(Bergler, 1944), the consequence of undesired social attention

(Leary et al., 1992) or social attention to public appearance

(Darwin, 1872), an appeasement gesture (Castelfranchi &

Poggi, 1990), and hell by the poet Keats (Ricks, 1974), which

certainly accords with the unpleasant discomfiture associated

with blushing.

The blush involves the spontaneous reddening of the face,

ears, neck, and upper chest and is produced by increases in

blood volume in the subcutaneous surface capillaries in those

regions (Cutlip & Leary, 1993; Leary et al., 1992). Whereas

the blush is socially produced, the flush is defined as a nonsocial
response that is often associated with physical exertion, temper-

ature changes, or alcohol consumption (Leary et al., 1992).

Two questions about the blush are germane to this review. First,

Is the blush the primary nonverbal signal of embarrassment

(e.g., Buss, 1980; Castelfranchi & Poggi, 1990; Darwin, 1872) ?

We suspect not. Embarrassment, as we have seen, is marked by
a pattern of gaze activity and facial and postural behaviors that

signals embarrassment independently of the blush within 5 s of

the embarrassing event (Keltner, 1995). The blush, in contrast,

reaches its peak about 15 to 20 s following the embarrassing

event (Sheam, Bergman, Hill, Abel, & Hinds, 1990) and, there-

fore, becomes most visible after embarrassment can be identified

by observers. Additionally, parents have reported little blushing

in their young children (Buss, Iscoe, & Buss, 1979), whereas
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Table 4

Review of Judgment Studies of Embarrassment

Study Target emotions Stimuli Format
Accuracy

Keltner (1995, Study 1)
Keltner (1995, Study 2-4)
Keltner (1995, Study 5)
Keltner & Buswell (1996)

Haidt & Keltner (1997)

AM, EM
AM, EM
AM, AN, DI, EM, HA, SH
AM, AN, AW, CO, DI, EM,

FE, HA, PA, SA, SH, SU,
SY

AM, AN, CO, DI, EM, FE,

HA, PA, SA, SH, SU, SY

Spontaneous
Spontaneous
Spontaneous
Still photos

Still photos

Forced choice
Free response
Forced choice
Forcd choice

Forced choice

61
59
53
53

55

Note. AM = amusement; AN = anger; AW = awe; CO = contempt; DI = disgust; EM = embarrassment;
FE = fear; HA = happiness; PA = pain; SA = sadness; SH = shame; SU = surprise; SY = sympathy.

the nonverbal display of embarrassment is commonly observed

in children as young as 18 months of age (Lewis et al., 1991).

Second, Is the autonomic response of embarrassment, which

includes the blush, distinct from that of other emotions? Al-

though people reported experiencing embarrassment without

blushing and blushing in the absence of embarrassment—which

calls into question the necessary association between the two

(Leary et al., 1992)—empirical studies of the blush suggest

that the autonomic response of embarrassment may be distinct

from those of related emotions. In a study that directly examined

the blush, participants' cheek blood flow and temperature, finger

temperature, and skin conductance were recorded in two condi-

tions. In a standard embarrassment condition, the participant

and four confederates watched a videotape of the participant

singing "The Star Spangled Banner." In a condition that elicited

heightened arousal and most likely fear, the participant and con-

federates watched the frightening shower scene from Alfred

Hitchcock's movie Psycho (Shearn et al., 1990). Participants'

cheek blood flow, cheek skin temperature, and finger skin con-

ductance increased more while they and others watched them-

selves singing than while they watched the frightening film clip.

These autonomic correlates of the blush have been replicated

(Shearn, Bergman, Hill, Abel, & Hinds, 1992). Additionally,

measures of cheek coloration and temperature were uncorrelated

while participants watched themselves singing but were corre-

lated while they watched the frightening film clip. Researchers

have argued that these different patterns of correlations indicate

that the blush may be controlled by different neural pathways

and cortical regions than those that control the autonomic re-

sponse of fear (Leary et al., 1992; Shearn et al., 1990).3

In a second study, participants' heart rate and skin conduc-

tance were monitored while they anticipated doing an embar-

rassing task (i.e., suck on a pacifier; Buck & Parke, 1972). In

this study and in subsequent research (Leary, Rejeski, & Britt,

1990; Leary, Rejeski, Britt, & Smith, 1994), embarrassment

was associated with reduced heart rate, which may be the prod-

uct of inhibited sympathetic and increased parasympathetic ner-

vous system activity (Berne & Levy, 1988). The heart rate

deceleration of embarrassment is distinct from the elevated heart

rate of amusement (Ruch, 1993) and fear and sadness (Leven-

son, Ekman, & Friesen, 1990). Researchers have yet to deter-

mine whether the blush response and heart rate deceleration

associated with embarrassment are distinct from the autonomic

responses of shame, although people overwhelmingly reported

that blushing is more typical of embarrassment (92%) than of

shame (8%; Miller & Tangney, 1994).

Characteristics of Other Emotions Possessed by

Embarrassment

The preceding evidence indicates that the responses associ-

ated with embarrassment are distinct from those of related emo-

tions. Do these embarrassment-related responses possess the

characteristics, as presented in Table 2, commonly attributed to

other emotions? First, Is embarrassment quick in onset and brief

in duration? Indeed, the facial display of embarrassment was

marked by a quick onset, beginning about 0.5 s following the

event, and of a brief duration, typically lasting like other facial

expressions of emotion about 3.0-5.0 s (Keltner, 1995). The

blush was also quite brief, reaching its peak about 15.0-20.0 s

following the embarrassing event (Shearn et al., 1992).

Although the experience and actions of embarrassment are

marked by confusion and uncertainty (e.g., Parrott & Smith,

1991; Tangney et al., 1996), evidence also indicates that the

responses of embarrassment are coherent or intercorrelated. For

example, self-reports of embarrassment were correlated with

the nonverbal actions of the embarrassment display (Keltner,

1995). The embarrassment display also unfolded in a reliable

sequence in which the smile controls minimized the visibility

of the smile.

The claim that emotions are unbidden and not under voluntary

control derives from distinctions drawn between spontaneous

and intentionally produced displays of emotion (e.g., Ekman,

1993). The evidence that we have reviewed indicates that people

3 Although there is almost no evidence relevant to the central nervous

system activity associated with embarrassment, one case study found

that possible discharges in the medial aspect of the right frontal lobe

were associated with pronounced feelings of embarrassment (Devinsky,

Hafler, & Victor, 1982). More interesting, initial gaze activity and head

movements during embarrassment are to the left (Keltner, 1995), also

suggestive of right-hemispheric activity.
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reported that the experience of embarrassment seems sudden

and out of their control (Tangney et al., 1996). Several theorists

have claimed that the blush seems to be unbidden and not under

voluntary control (Leary et al., 1992).

Finally, beginning with Darwin (1872), evolutionary theo-

rists have proposed that human facial expressions of emotion,

(e.g., laughter or smiling) evolved from the displays of other

species, such as the open-mouthed play face or fear grimace

observed in nonhuman primates (Darwin, 1872; Ekman, 1992;

Izard, 1977; Redican, 1982; Van Hooff, 1972). Darwin did not

apply this argument to the blush, which he regarded as a signal

unique to humans (for a discussion, see Keltner et al., in press).

Do nonhuman species demonstrate embarrassment-like behav-

ior? To answer this question, we have elected to compare human

embarrassment with other species's appeasement gestures be-

cause of the suggested appeasement functions of the embar-

rassment display (Castelfranchi & Poggi, 1990; Keltner, 1995;

Miller & Leary, 1992). In Table 5, we summarize some of the

behaviors that comprise appeasement displays in other species,

which were observed in contexts in which one organism at-

tempted to reduce the aggression of another. Nonhuman ap-

peasement displays, similar to human embarrassment, involve

gaze aversion, smiling behavior, head movements down (which

displays the neck), reduced physical size (which is the outcome

of the shoulder shrugging and head movement down seen in

human embarrassment), and even self-touching or grooming.

Embarrassment, like other emotions, may have its origins in a

behavioral system of other species, namely, appeasement.

Summary of Descriptive Evidence: Embarrassment as a

Distinct Emotion

The research that we have reviewed leads us to conclude that

embarrassment is a distinct emotion. Embarrassment is associ-

ated with violations of social conventions and the heightened

concerns of social exposure and evaluation, which differ from

the antecedents, appraisals, and experience of shame, guilt,

amusement, fear, and sadness. The embarrassment display is

distinct from those of fear, sadness, amusement, and shame,

which is contrary to initial claims (Goffman, 1956; Izard,

1977). The blush response and heart rate deceleration of embar-

rassment are distinct from the heightened sympathetic nervous

system activity of amusement and fear, although empirical evi-

dence is still needed to determine whether embarrassment and

shame have distinct autonomic responses. Across these studies,

the responses of embarrassment were shown to be quick in

onset, brief, coherent, and unbidden, and the embarrassment

display was comprised of behaviors observed in other species'

appeasement displays. In summary, there is as good evidence

to claim that embarrassment is a distinct emotion as there is for

the other emotions that are consistently regarded as distinct.

These findings raise several questions. Is embarrassment qual-

itatively distinct from shame or simply a milder version of shame

(e.g., Lewis, 1993)? Clearly, as our review indicates, embar-

rassment and shame are similar in important ways. Nevertheless,

although both are self-conscious emotions, embarrassment and

shame follow violations of different rules, namely, conventions

versus rules of a moral nature (e.g., TUriel, 1983), and their

displays are distinct and elicit different judgments and emotions

in observers, namely, amusement and sympathy, respectively

(Keltner et al., in press). Additionally, when differences in inten-

sity between embarrassment and shame are controlled for, many

of the distinctions in their antecedents and experience persist

(Tangney et al., 1996). In an ensuing section, we speculate

about the theoretical significance of the differences between

embarrassment and shame.

What implications do the findings that we have reviewed

have for the field of emotion'.' We believe that the study of

embarrassment points to new aspects of emotion requiring inte-

gration into established theory. Theories of emotion must ac-

count for the origins, characteristics, and functions of embar-

rassment as well as certain response systems, such as gaze

activity, postural behavior, face touching, and the blush, which

have clear emotional significance but have received relatively

little attention. The study of embarrassment brings into focus

the need for emotion theory to address how elements of the

social context, such as the status, intimacy, and responses of

others, influence emotion and the principles that govern the

relations between individuals' emotions (Barrett & Campos,

1987; Clark, 1990).

Finally, How might one account for the experience, facial

display, and physiology of embarrassment? What are the imme-

diate causes of embarrassment-related responses? What are the

effects of embarrassment on the social environment? Does em-

barrassment serve any functions? In the section that follows,

we review the accounts of embarrassment that attempt to offer

answers to these questions by focusing on the causes, effects,

and functions of embarrassment.

Accounts of Embarrassment

Theories of emotion focus on different questions (e.g., What

are the immediate causes, effects, and functions of emotions?),

elements of emotion (e.g., What are the causes, experience,

display, and physiology of emotions?), and levels of analysis

(e.g., How does emotion operate at the level of the individual,

relationship, and society or culture?; Averill, 1992; Calhoun &

Solomon, 1984). The same is true of the different accounts of

embarrassment (for reviews, see Miller, 1996). Three accounts

primarily focus on the causes of embarrassment, addressing

what appraisals produce the experience of embarrassment

(Leary et al., 1992; Miller, 1996; Miller & Leary, 1992; Parrott,

Sabini, & Silver, 1988; Parrott & Smith, 1991). These accounts

have generated studies linking specific appraisals to the momen-

tary experience of embarrassment and traitlike proneness to

embarrassment. A fourth account focuses on the effects of em-

barrassment, addressing the actions that occur during embar-

rassment and the social consequences of those actions (Cu-

pach & Metis, 1990; Goffman, 1967). This account has gener-

ated studies of the remedial processes by which embarrassed

individuals correct their social transgressions. A fifth account

focuses on the functions of embarrassment, addressing in the

distal, evolutionary sense why humans experience embar-

rassment. This fifth account provides a framework for consider-

ing how human embarrassment originates in nonhuman ap-

peasement processes (Keltner, 1995; Miller & Leary, 1992). In
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Table 5

Appeasement Behavior in Other Species

Channel of behavior

Species

Primates Rodents Other

Gaze
Avoidance
Seeking

Facial
Smile-grimace (bared

teeth, lip retraction)

Lip smacking
Head

Turned
Lowered

Nodding

Postural
Submissive posture

(lowering, contraction)

Primates,19 rhesus20

Gorilla21-22

Macaques,1113'14'23 baboons,2"''40

rhesus,14-18 bonobos,15

chimpanzees13'16

Rhesus"

Macaques,11 baboons23-3' •*> Wistar rat,2 rat12

Wolves,26 elephant seal33

Pig,' booby"
Rabbits,6 mule deer,24

wolves,26 cowbirds,32

booby,35 raven37

Pigeons,31 doves,31 teal,34

loons38

Rabbits,3'6 crayfish,10 wolf,28

Japanese quail,3tl elephant

seal,33 salamander36

On back

Freezing

Self-grooming
Vocalizations

Other
Ears

Back
Lowered

Tail
Raised

Lowered
Grooming (others)

Wistar rats,2 Swiss mice,3

muroid rodent4

Wistar rats,1 Swiss mice,3

muroid rodent4

Macaques,12 13-20 chimpanzees,14 Muroid rodent,4 rat12

bonobos,13 baboons40

Baboons23 Muroid rodent,4 golden

hamster7

Wolf,27'28 cats29

Cowbirds32

Rabbits'
Gray opossum,8

seal,33 raven37

Rabbits6

Wolves26

elephant

Crayfish,10-11 wolves26

Primates,14 macaques20

1 Swanson (1990). 2 Femandez-Espejo & Mir (1990). 3 Kudryavtseva (1991). "Adams (1980). 3 Farabollini (1987). 6 Albonetti et al. (1990).
7 Pellis & Pellis (1993). 8 Fadem (1989). 'Jensen & Wood-Gush (1984). 10 Figler et al. (1995). H Ameyaw-Akumfl & Hazlett (1975). 12 Ad-
ams (1981). 13 Bernstein et al. (1983). 14 de Waal (1986). ls de Waal (1989). I6 van Hooff (1972). 17 de Waal & Yoshihara (1983). 18 de
Waal & Luttrell (1985). " Redican (1975). m de Waal & Ren (1988). !1 Yamagiwa (1992). 22 Yamagiwa (1987). 23 Silk (1987). 24Koutnik
(1980). 2! Preuschoft (1992). 26 Fox (1973). 27 Schenkel (1967). 28 Mech (1970). 2' Feldman (1994). 30Ramenofsky (1984). 31 Wosegien &
Lamprecht (1989). 32 Rothstein (1980). 33 Sandegren (1976). 34 Laurie-Ahlberg & McKinney (1979). 33 Drummond & Osorno (1992). "Jae-
ger et al. (1986). 37 Heinrich (1989). 38Rummel & Goetzinger (1975). " Kummer (1968). "° Leresche (1976).

the second half of this review, we examine the origins and tenets

of these five accounts of embarrassment, the research they each

have inspired, and relevant conceptual and empirical similarities

and distinctions. Although these accounts answer different ques-

tions with different kinds of evidence, they converge on certain

essential characteristics of embarrassment.

The Loss of Self-Esteem Account of Embarrassment

According to the loss of self-esteem account, individuals feel

embarrassment when they believe they have failed to act in accor-

dance with personal standards (Edelmann, 1987; Modigliani,

1968, 1971). Embarrassment is experienced as a transient state

of depressed self-esteem and acute disappointment with the self.

Advocates of the loss of self-esteem account have posited that

embarrassment follows the failure to live up to personal rather

than universal standards (Babcock, 1988) or a loss in situational

self-esteem (Modigliani, 1968). The feelings of inefficacy,

smallness, and dejection associated with embarrassment (e.g.,

Tangney et al., 1996) certainly accord with the loss of self-esteem

account, as do many of the submissive behaviors (e.g., gaze

aversion, bead movements down) and antecedents of embar-

rassment that entail a momentary loss of self-esteem. The ten-

dency for individuals in submissive roles to report, display, and

be judged as experiencing more intense embarrassment (Algoe &

Keltner, 1996; Clark, 1990; Keltner, 1995; Keltner, Young, Oemig,

Heerey, & Monarch, 1997, Miller, 1995) also attests to the rela-

tionship between embarrassment and reduced self-esteem.
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One set of studies has tested the proposition, central to one

version of the loss of self-esteem account, that embarrassment

follows violations of persona, or personal conceptions of the

self (e.g., as an avid reader or skilled folk dancer), whereas

shame follows violations of conceptions of shared, objective

ideals of a worthy person (Babcock & Sabini, 1990). Partici-

pants imagined themselves violating a persona (e.g., tripping or

botching a class performance) or an ideal (e.g., failing to keep

a promise or attending to another in need). Participants then

rated the embarrassment and shame that they would feel follow-

ing the violations of these presumably distinct standards. Partici-

pants reported greater embarrassment associated with violations

of persona and greater shame associated with violations of ide-

als. This finding lends support to this loss of self-esteem account

as well as the claim that the antecedents of embarrassment are

distinct from and less moral than those of shame (Tangney et

al., 1996).

Notwithstanding these findings, several conceptual problems

undermine the legitimacy of the loss of self-esteem account (for

a summary, see Miller, 1996). Certain antecedents of embar-

rassment do not involve rule violations, such as vicarious em-

barrassment and, in Japan, surface haji, which is embarrassment

at simply being exposed to others (Lebra, 1983). Other anteced-

ents of embarrassment have positive implications for the self,

including public praise and contexts in which the self is the

object of favorable attention (Miller, 1992; Parrott & Smith,

1991). The finding that people rarely experience embarrassment

when they are alone (2.2% of reported experiences in Tangney

et al., 1996) suggests that other appraisal processes rather than

the simple comparison of one's actions with personal standards

produce embarrassment (Miller, 1996). Finally, certain versions

of the loss of self-esteem account equate embarrassment with

shame (e.g., Borg, Staufenbiel, & Scherer, 1988), which was

not borne out in our review of the relevant studies.

The Social Evaluation Account of Embarrassment

Whereas the loss of self-esteem account emphasizes the pri-

macy of personal evaluations in generating embarrassment, the

social evaluation account emphasizes individuals' beliefs about

others' evaluations of their social identities (Miller, 1996;

Miller & Leary, 1992). Individuals experience embarrassment,

according to the social evaluation account, when they perceive

their actions to threaten their desired social identity (Miller,

1996; Miller & Leary, 1992), a perception that stems perhaps

from the general motive to be integrated into harmonious social

groups (Baumeister & Leary, 1995). Embarrassment, from this

perspective, is the product of a continual social monitoring of

the self (Scheff, 1988), which motivates individuals to conform,

avoid social exclusion, and restore relations that have been dis-

rupted by social transgressions (Miller & Leary, 1992; Tangney

etal., 1996).

Developmental studies indicate that the emergent concern for

others' evaluations is closely related to the onset of the experi-

ence of embarrassment, as the social evaluation account would

predict. Children's knowledge and self-attributions of embar-

rassment increase with age-related developments in the capacity

to assume others' perspectives (Bennett, 1989). Children, begin-

ning around Age 7, reported embarrassment rather than nonso-

cial emotions, such as anger and sadness, as the emotion that

they would feel in response to hypothetical social transgressions

(Bennett & Gillingham, 1991). At about the same age, chil-

dren's reports of embarrassment became more influenced by

others' evaluations (Bennett, 1989), and children more fre-

quently reported embarrassment rather than fear when inter-

viewed about their experiences of shyness (Crozier & Burnham,

1990). The heightened concern for others' evaluations during

adolescence may account for why high school students reported

more intense embarrassing incidents than did college students

(Miller, 1992).

Individual difference studies reveal that the heightened con-

cern for others' evaluations relates to the increased experience

and display of embarrassment. People who are prone to experi-

ence embarrassment, as measured by self-report embarrassabil-

ity scales (Modigliani, 1968), reported tendencies related to the

heightened concern for others' evaluations, including interaction

anxiety (Halberstadt & Green, 1993; Miller, 1995), public self-

consciousness and the fear of negative evaluation (Miller,

1995), and the concern for approval and the motive to avoid

social exclusion (Miller, 1995). Individuals' embarrassment

about contraceptive use was more strongly predicted by their

concern for parents' and friends' evaluations of their sexual

activity than their sexual behavior or knowledge about contra-

ceptives (Herold, 1981). College students who displayed more

intense embarrassment when overpraised in front of peers re-

ported higher levels of conscientiousness (Keltner, 1996), a trait

defined by the concern for others' evaluations and conventional-

ity (John, 1990). Adolescent boys who displayed heightened

levels of embarrassment while taking an interactive IQ test were

rated by their teachers as less prone to show aggressive and

delinquent behaviors and, by implication, as more concerned

about social evaluations and norms (Keltner, Moffitt, & Stout-

hamer-Loeber, 1995).

The social evaluation account also implies that individuals

who are not prone to embarrassment will be less concerned

about others' evaluations and, by implication, more prone to

antisocial or asocial behaviors. Researchers have long claimed

that the relative absence of self-conscious or "moral" emotions,

such as embarrassment, guilt, and empathy, predicts increased

antisocial behavior (Cleckley, 1955; Hare, 1978; Kochanska,

1993). Illustrative studies have found, for example, that the self-

reported absence of guilt relates to antisocial behavior (Ruma,

1967), drug use (Schill & Althoff, 1975), and reduced moral

development (Ruma & Mosher, 1967).

Two studies have confirmed the anticipated relation between

the relative absence of embarrassment and antisocial or asocial

behavior. First, the previously reported study of adolescent boys'

behaviors during an IQ test found that boys prone to aggressive

and delinquent behaviors (i.e., "externalizers") displayed less

than one third the amount of embarrassment than did the well-

adjusted boys (Keltner et al., 1995). Externalizers also dis-

played the highest levels of anger, which is consistent with the

findings from related studies (e.g., Lemerise & Dodge, 1993).

A second study has documented relations between the repre-

sentation of embarrassment and autism, which is defined in part

by the inability to take others' perspectives (Capps, Yirmiya,
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Sigman, & 1992). Nonietarded children with autism and healthy

controls (average age =12 years) did not differ in their narra-

tives of happy and sad events, which did not necessarily require

taking others' perspectives. The two groups did differ, however,

in their embarrassment narratives. The children with autism de-

scribed embarrassing events that referred less explicitly to an

audience, which is consistent with the social evaluation perspec-

tive, and they required more time and experimenter prompts to

generate embarrassment narratives.

Although in general embarrassment relates to psychological

adjustment, the predisposition to experience frequent and ex-

treme embarrassment and the transient fear of embarrassment

have certain costs. People who are prone to experience embar-

rassment report elevated levels of negative affect (Miller, 1995),

neuroticism (Edelmann & McCusker, 1986), and reduced posi-

tive affect (Miller, 1995). To avoid embarrassment, individuals

will sacrifice personal gain (B. R. Brown, 1970), fail to inter-

vene in emergencies (Sabini, 1994), conform when their objec-

tive judgment suggests otherwise (Asch, 1956), and avoid using

contraceptives (Herold, 1981). Even adaptive emotions can be

maladaptive when experienced to an excessive degree or in inap-

propriate contexts.

The Awkward Interaction Account of Embarrassment

The awkward interaction account derives from the influential

theorizing of Goffman (1956, 1967), who richly characterized

the ritualized interactions in which individuals project and sus-

tain their desired social identities. Embarrassment occurs when

individuals fail to behave in accordance with socially defined

scripts and roles (Goffman, 1967; Parrott & Smith, 1991; Silver

et al., 1987) and is defined as "the flustering caused by the

perception that a flubbed (botched, fumbled) performance, a

working consensus of identities, cannot, or in any event, will

not, be repaired in time" (Silver et al., 1987, p. 58). Embar-

rassment is equated with interrupted confused behavior and the

absence of poise and grace, looks and feels like a chaotic fluster,

and reflects a disquieting inability to act in ways that are consis-

tent with one's projected social image (Goffman, 1956, 1967;

Silver et al., 1987).

Many common antecedents of embarrassment, such as physi-

cal pratfalls and cognitive shortcomings, square nicely with the

awkward interaction account, as do the feelings of uncertainty

and awkwardness that in part comprise the experience of embar-

rassment (Parrott & Smith, 1991; Tangney et al., 1996). Simi-

larly, certain behaviors associated with embarrassment, such

as interrupted hesitant speech and restricted nonverbal actions

(Asendorpf, 1990; Edelmann & Hampson, 1979), reflect the

fluster of embarrassment as portrayed by the awkward interac-

tion account. In the section that follows, we review studies that

have directly evaluated the awkward interaction account.

Comparisons of the Accounts of the Causes of

Embarrassment

The three accounts of the causes of embarrassment are similar

in important ways. They each posit an important role of social

rules and self-evaluation in the genesis of embarrassment. They

each accommodate, to varying degrees, the most common

causes of embarrassment, which involve awkward, public inter-

actions in which the individual violates social norms and is

exposed to social judgment. They each account for many behav-

iors associated with embarrassment. The accounts identify dif-

ferent appraisal processes, however, as the immediate cause of

embarrassment: Embarrassment follows most directly from the

personal evaluation of the self, the evaluation of the public self

from others' perspective, or uncertainty regarding how to act.

The few direct empirical tests of these three accounts, as one

would expect, have focused on their respective abilities to pre-

dict the association between specific appraisals and self-reports

of embarrassment related to discrete events and the disposition

to experience embarrassment.

In one relevant study (Parrott & Smith, 1991), participants

first either described an actual or typical experience of embar-

rassment. They then rated their experience on items that capture

appraisals related to the social evaluation account (e.g., "I was

concerned that others would think worse of me''), the awkward

interaction account ("I didn't know how to act"), and three

versions of the loss of self-esteem account ("I thought poorly

of myself in this situation," "My actions were inconsistent

with my self-concept," and "I felt ashamed about myself").

Participants also rated their experience for the presence of symp-

toms (e.g., blushing, increased heart rate) and affective states

(e.g., embarrassment, nervousness, panic, shyness). The find-

ings from this study tended to support the social evaluation

and awkward interaction accounts. For ratings of the actual

experience of embarrassment, participants endorsed the social

evaluation and awkward interaction items more strongly than

the loss of self-esteem items, and their self-reports of embar-

rassment were only correlated with the social evaluation items.

For ratings of the typical experience of embarrassment, partici-

pants endorsed the social evaluation items more strongly, and

their self-reports of embarrassment were only correlated with

the items of one version of the loss of self-esteem account.

Researchers have also varied the appraisal structure of hypo-

thetical events to determine which theoretically relevant apprais-

als explain the most variance in participants' self-reports of

embarrassment (Miller, 1996; Parrott, Sabini, & Silver, 1988).

One study pitted the loss of self-esteem and awkward interaction

accounts against one another by having participants imagine

that they had been refused for a date and two other embarrassing

situations, in one of three conditions (Parrot et al., 1988). In a

no-pretext condition, the participants imagined being refused

by someone who rejected them outright, thus threatening their

self-esteem and creating an awkward interaction. In the second

and third conditions, participants imagined being rejected by

someone who offered either a credible pretext or a transparent

pretext for refusal that the students knew to be false, both of

which prevented the hypothetical interaction from becoming

awkward. In the no-pretext condition, participants reported the

most embarrassment, which is consistent with both the loss of

self-esteem and awkward interaction accounts. In the transpar-

ent pretext condition, however, participants indicated the lowest

levels of self-esteem but reported embarrassment more so than

in the no pretext condition, supporting the awkward interaction

account but posing problems for the loss of self-esteem account.
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Two subsequent studies have lent additional support to the

social evaluation account (reported in Miller, 1996). In one

study, participants imagined being refused a dale in one of four

conditions that varied the salience of a negative social evaluation

independently of the awkwardness of the interaction. Partici-

pants did report more embarrassment in an awkward interaction

than a less awkward interaction, but interactions that produced

negative social evaluations produced the greatest embar-

rassment. In the second study, students imagined giving a class

presentation in which the favorability of their self-evaluation

was varied orthogonally with the favorability of social evalua-

tion, as conveyed by imagined feedback from other students.

Participants' self-reports of embarrassment were more strongly

influenced by the social evaluations than their self-evaluations,

lending support to the social evaluation account over the loss

of self-esteem account (Miller, 1996).

The social evaluation and awkward interaction accounts were

also compared in a study that identified the appraisal tendencies

that predispose certain individuals to experience embarrassment

(Miller, 1995). Participants filled out measures of embar-

rassability, the concern for social evaluation (e.g., fear of nega-

tive evaluation, need for social approval, and fear of social ex-

clusion scales), and social control, skills, and competence. Peo-

ple who reported little control over their social behavior, and

who were presumably more prone to awkward interactions, re-

ported being more prone to embarrassment, which is consistent

with the awkward interaction account. Regression analyses indi-

cated, however, that measures of the concern for social evalua-

tion were better predictors of the proneness to embarrassment

than were the measures of social skills, which is consistent with

the social evaluation account.

The Remedial Account of Embarrassment

Whereas the first three accounts focus on the causes of embar-

rassment, the remedial account focuses on the effects of the

embarrassed individual's actions. This perspective has been

shaped by Goffman's (1967) analysis offacework, which refers

to the social strategies that people rely on to honor, maintain,

and, when necessary, restore each others' desired public identi-

ties and the harmony of the "expressive order" (pp. 9-23).

When individuals fail to sustain their identities by committing

social transgressions, they engage in corrective facework, reme-

diating the offense with humor, redefinition, compensation, or

expiation. These remedial actions demonstrate individuals' com-

mitment to social norms, prompt forgiveness in others, and re-

establish a smooth-flowing interaction.

Researchers have documented the remedial nature of the ver-

bal and nonverbal responses of embarrassment. In one study,

participants offered written descriptions of how they would re-

spond to the embarrassment of spilling on oneself or losing

poise in public (reviewed in Cupach & Metts, 1990). Coding

of these narratives revealed that individuals would deal with

these embarrassing episodes by (a) direct apology, in which the

individual accepts responsibility for the event and expresses

remorse; (b) remediation, in which the individual redresses the

mistake directly; (c) simple description of the mistake; (d)

accounts offered, which include excuses or justifications that

deny responsibility for the act or discount its seriousness; (e)

avoidance of the act; ( f ) escape of the situation; (g) humor;

and (h) aggression. Observers reported that they responded to

others' embarrassment with many of the same strategies, in

particular, humor, accounts, avoidance, and, most frequently,

support and empathy (Metts & Cupach, 1989).

In related studies, researchers have documented a variety of

factors that influence the remedial verbal behavior of embar-

rassed individuals. Remedial strategies seem to be specific to

the nature of embarrassing transgression: Rule violations tend

to produce apologies; events that damage the self-image produce

accounts; the loss of physical poise produces humor; and teasing

produces aggression (Cupach & Metts, 1990; Sharkey &

Stafford, 1990). Women seem to prefer more deferential reme-

dial strategies, such as apologies and excuses, to correct their

embarrassing acts (Cupach, Metts, & Hazleton, 1986). Individ-

uals in the United States seem more inclined to engage in reme-

dial behavior that saves face, such as humor, justification, and

aggression, whereas Japanese individuals seem more inclined

to apologize (Sueda & Wiseman, 1992). Humor seems to be a

more common remedial strategy in embarrassing interactions

involving equal status individuals than those involving dominant

and subordinate individuals (Fink & Walker, 1977; Sueda &

Wiseman, 1992). One concern about accounts that place great

emphasis on the verbal responses of embarrassment is that many

studies find that verbalization is actually uncommon during em-

barrassment (Buswell & Keltner, 1996; Edelmann & Iwawaki,

1987).

The nonverbal display of embarrassment also evokes emo-

tions and behaviors in others that help remedy social transgres-

sions. Observers reported high levels of affiliative emotions such

as amusement and sympathy in response to others' embar-

rassment (Fink & Walker, 1977; Keltner et al., in press; Miller,

1987), which increase interpersonal liking and forgiveness.

Across studies, participants who (a) watched an individual

knock over a supermarket display (Semin & Manstead, 1982),

(b) informed a confederate of bad news (Edelmann, 1982),

(c) judged a hypothetical defendant convicted of selling drugs

CYbung, Keltner, & Lingswieler, 1997), or (d) judged political

candidates (Masters, 1988) liked, and when relevant forgave,

the individual who displayed embarrassment more than the com-

parison individual who displayed other nonverbal behavior or

no emotion.4 Parents punished children less if they displayed

embarrassment and related behavior following transgressions

(Semin & Papadopoulou, 1990). Participants volunteered for

additional hours to help an embarrassed confederate more than

a poised confederate (Levin & Arluke, 1982) and took more

condoms following a presentation aimed at increasing condom

use when made by an embarrassed presenter rather than an

unembarrassed or confident presenter (Keltner & Stoey, 1996).

In studies of teasing between fraternity members and romantic

partners, timely displays of embarrassment by teasers and targets

of teasing evoked positive emotions in their teasing partners and

audience members (Keltner et al., 1997). As Goffman (1967)

4 Masters referred to the display associated with increased political

popularity as the "minus face," which, like the embarrassment display,

includes a controlled smile and gaze and head movements down.
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noted, observers helped restore social relations during embar-

rassing interactions because they too were implicated by the

disruption produced by the embarrassing act.

Finally, researchers have begun to address how embar-

rassment-related remedial responses interact. One study found

that when certain channels of remedial behavior were blocked,

individuals turned to other means to restore their social identity

(Leary, Landel, & Patton, 1996). Participants were required to

sing the cliche song "Feelings" into a microphone, presumably

damaging their social identities. The experimenter then either

noted or failed to note that the participant was blushing. Those

participants whose blushing had not been pointed out restored

their social identity by rating themselves more favorably on

self-relevant questionnaires than those participants whose blush-

ing had been noted. Comparable studies could examine whether

the verbal and nonverbal responses of embarrassment interact

in similar fashion, with one channel becoming salient when the

other goes unnoticed.

The Appeasement Account of Embarrassment

Appeasement is the process by which one individual pacifies

another. Although appeasement is well documented in other spe-

cies (see Table 5), most theories of emotion have ignored the

potential appeasement functions of emotion (e.g., Lazarus,

1991; Plutchik, 1984; Tomkins, 1984). Recently, however, theo-

rists have proposed that embarrassment (Keltner, 1995; Keltner

et al., in press; Leary et al., 1992; Miller & Leary, 1992) as

well as the blush (Castelfranchi & Poggi, 1990; Leary et al.,

1992) may serve appeasement-related functions, pacifying ob-

servers of social transgressions.

The appeasement account, based on studies of reconciliation

in other species (de Waal, 1986, 1988) and human apologies

and accounts (Tavuchis, 1991), proposes that embarrassment

unfolds in the following process: Individuals (a) experience

threatened social relations and the motive to re-establish the

social bond, typically following a rule violation;5 (b) display

appeasement-related submissive and affiliative behaviors; which

(c) reduce aggression and evoke social approach in others, thus

restoring the social interaction and relation. At this descriptive

level, the appeasement account resembles the other accounts in

essential ways: As in the social evaluation account, social threat

is crucial to the generation of embarrassment; as in the loss of

self-esteem account, submissiveness is part of the response of

embarrassment; and as in the remedial account, embarrassment

restores social relations.

The appeasement account offers an evolutionary-functional

analysis of why humans have developed embarrassment as part

of their emotional repertoire (for elements of functional expla-

nations, see Keltner & Gross, in press; Levenson, 1994; Nagel,

1979; and Wright, 1973). At the heart of this functional account

is the claim that embarrassment is an adaptation to a problem

related to physical and social survival: the restoration of rela-

tions following social transgressions. To varying degrees, the

other accounts also assume that embarrassment is adaptive, ben-

efiting the individual because it motivates actions that prevent

the loss of self-esteem (Babcock & Sabini, 1990), promote

group stability (Miller, 1996), preserve the ceremonial order

(Goffman, 1967), or correct social mistakes (Cupach & Metis,

1990).

The appeasement account diverges from the other accounts

in its emphasis on why humans have embarrassment, as opposed

to the immediate causes and effects of embarrassment, and in

the explicit connections it makes between human embarrassment

and the behavior of other species. Theorists since Darwin

(1872) have argued that embarrassment is the product of cogni-

tive processes that are unique to humans and, by implication,

unlikely to be observed in other species. The appeasement ac-

count, in contrast, identifies the origins and functions of embar-

rassment in the appeasement systems of other species (Leary et

al., 1992; Ohman, 1986). We conclude our review by elucidat-

ing the similarities between the conditions, behaviors, and con-

sequences of nonhuman appeasement and human embar-

rassment. This comparison yields findings that are consistent

with the different accounts of embarrassment and raises interest-

ing questions for future research.

Parallels Between Nonhuman Appeasement and Human

Embarrassment

The conditions that give rise to nonhuman appeasement and

human embarrassment generally involve threats to social rela-

tions and the motive to restore the social bond (de Waal, 1988;

Miller & Leary, 1992). Nonhuman appeasement typically fol-

lows agonistic encounters (de Waal, 1988), whereas human

embarrassment typically follows threats to social identity

(Miller, 1996; Miller & Leary, 1992; Parrott & Smith, 1991).

Specific social threats that evoke nonhuman appeasement and

human embarrassment, or related processes such as blushing,

include interactions with high status individuals (B. R. Brown &

Garland, 1971; de Waal, 1986, 1988; Keltner et al., 1997;

Schlenker & Leary, 1982) and strangers (Tangney et al., 1996),

distributions of resources (Ohman, 1986), and being the object

of undesirable social attention (Leary et al., 1992).

Nonhuman appeasement and human embarrassment involve

similar responses that reduce social threats and restore social

bonds. Nonhuman appeasement involves submissive behaviors

(see Table 5), including postural contraction and bodily shrink-

age,6 gaze aversion, infantile behaviors such as pouting, and

submissive vocalizations (de Waal, 1986, 1988; Mauser, 1996).

Nonhuman appeasement also involves affiliative behaviors re-

lated to food, such as lip smacking and kissing, and pleasurable

physical contact and sex, such as embracing, grooming, rump

and genital presentation, and holding and mounting (de Waal,

1988; Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1989; Hauser, 1996).

5 There are other events that produce appeasement behavior that do
not involve rule violations, as we have indicated in this review.

'Darwin (1872) postulated that behaviors that make the individual

small inhibit aggressive behavior. Perhaps the best illustration of this

principle, which governs the behavior of embarrassment as well, is a

study of playground aggression (Ginsberg, Polhnan, & Wauson, 1977).

Of 72 spontaneous aggressive interactions observed between 8- to 12-

year-old boys, 58 interactions were terminated when the target reduced

his size by dropping his head, slumping his shoulders, and, in 8 interac-

tions, crouching down to tie his shoe.
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Human embarrassment likewise incorporates submissive and

affiliative responses. Submissiveness defines the experience of

embarrassment, which involves the sense of being small and

inferior (Tangney et al., 1996), a reduced self-esteem (Halber-

stadt & Green, 1993), negative self statements and depressed

estimates of social abilities and self-confidence (Edelmann &

McCusker, 1986; Schlenker & Leary, 1982), self-abasement

(Halberstadt & Green, 1993), and feelings of inadequacy (Mo-

digliani, 1968) as well as the gaze and head movements down,

face covering, and postural shrinkage of the nonverbal display

of embarrassment (Keltner, 1995). Affiliation also characterizes

certain responses of embarrassment. The experience of embar-

rassment involves feelings of amusement and the pronounced

inclination to laugh (Abu-Lughod, 1986; Edelmann & Iwawaki,

1987; Leary & Meadows, 1991; Miller & Tangney, 1994). The

embarrassment display includes affiliative smiles, lip wipes, and

puckers (Keltner, 1995), which may account for why the embar-

rassment display is occasionally labeled as love (Haidt & Kelt-

ner, 1997) and plays a role in flirtation across cultures (Eibl-

Eibesfeldt, 1989). Although scholars have outlined the weak-

nesses of an appeasement account of the blush (Halberstadt &

Green, 1993; Leary et al., 1992), in certain species males and

females display reddened skin, even in the face, as sexual cues

and present the reddened rear quarters as appeasement gestures

(Dixon, 1983; Hauser, 1996), suggesting that the human blush

may have coopted the sexual flush to signal affiliation.

The submissive and affiliative responses of nonhuman ap-

peasement and human embarrassment evoke responses in others

that restore social relations. Nonhuman appeasement behaviors

elicit responses in conspecifics, such as embracing, grooming,

and sexual play, that counteract aggressive tendencies and in-

crease social reconciliation (de Waal, 1986, 1988; de Waal &

van Roosmalen, 1979). Similarly, human embarrassment evokes

elevated amusement (Keltner et al., in press), laughter (Cu-

pach & Metis, 1990), mild sympathy (Miller, 1987) and forgive-

ness in others (Keltner et al., in press), and romantic love in

the teasing interactions of romantic partners (Keltner et al.,

1997) as well as inferences that the individual respects the vio-

lated norm (Keltner et al., in press).

Nonhuman appeasement and human embarrassment also

evoke reconciliation-related responses in individuals not directly

implicated by the embarrassing event. In nonhuman primates,

third party "mediators," when observing others in conflict, en-

courage reconciliation with affiliative gestures of their own (de

Waal, 1988). In humans, embarrassment often evokes laughter

and vicarious embarrassment in audience members (Miller,

1987), which often lead others to act in ways, such as diverting

attention (Leary & Meadows, 1991) or offering support (Cu-

pach & Metts, 1990), that minimize the damage to the embar-

rassed individual's social identity.

Implications and Questions Related to the Appeasement

Account

The appeasement account offers insights into certain ques-

tions raised by our review. For example, observers typically

identify the embarrassment display less accurately than the dis-

plays of such emotions as disgust. This may be because embar-

rassment signals both submissiveness and affiliation (Algoe &

Keltner, 1996), thereby more frequently prompting secondary

interpretations such as shame and amusement. Embarrassment

may occur later in development than other emotions (Lewis,

1993) because it requires the integration of the submissive and

affiliative systems. Finally, if shame primarily involves the sub-

missive system, one would expect shame to emerge earlier in

development than would embarrassment (see Lewis etal., 1989,

for an opposing prediction). These sorts of issues need to be

explored.

The appeasement account also raises several questions regard-

ing embarrassment. First, Are there other appeasement-related

emotions or traits? Appeasement and the reduction of social

threat seem to relate to a variety of states and traits, including

depression (Gilbert & Trower, 1990) and social phobia and

humiliation (Ohman, 1986). Shame, in particular, seems to in-

volve appeasement. Evidence indicates that the self-reported

tendency to experience shame correlates with submissive behav-

ior and a sense of personal inferiority and helplessness (Gilbert,

Pehl, & Allan, 1994). The nonverbal display of shame involves

submissive gaze aversion, bowed head, and constricted posture

(Keltner & Barker, in press). Why might embarrassment and

shame both serve appeasement functions?

Embarrassment and shame appear to appease others for differ-

ent transgressions and through different processes (see Keltner

et al., in press). Embarrassment, as we have seen, follows trans-

gressions of social conventions and appeases others by eliciting

light-hearted emotions in observers, such as amusement, which

incline observers to discount the importance of the transgression

(Cupach & Metts, 1990, 1992; Cupach et al., 1986; Keltner et

al., in press; Sharkey, 1991; Sharkey & Stafford, 1990; Tangney

et al., 1996). Shame follows more serious transgressions of

standards related to the core self (Tangney et al., 1996) and

appeases observers by eliciting sympathy (Keltner et al., in

press), which leads observers to offer forgiveness and help

(Eisenberg et al., 1989) —which are more likely to elevate the

ashamed individual's negative sense of self.

Finally, How does human embarrassment differ from nonhu-

man appeasement as a function of the representational processes

that relate to embarrassment? In general, theorists have argued

that human cognition broadens the range of elicitors and possible

responses of human emotion (see Keltner & Haidt, 1997; and

Scherer, 1994). Representational processes are certain to shape

human embarrassment in more specific ways as well. First, the

representation of others' states prompts the experience, develop-

ment, and differentiation of the self-conscious emotions, con-

tributing to distinctions humans make between self-conscious

emotions and anger or distress (Bennett & Gillingham, 1991)

and among embarrassment, shame, and guilt (e.g., Tangney et

al., 1996). The representation of others' emotions also leads

humans to experience vicarious embarrassment in response to

another's chagrin. Nonhuman appeasement processes, in con-

trast, are less likely to be so differentiated or to involve such

vicarious responses. Second, self-representational capacities

allow humans to elaborate the experience of embarrassment and

shame into moral concepts involving evaluations of the self in

relation to standards and rules. These emotion-laden concepts

are central to social practices in which humans negotiate defini-
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tions of right and wrong, and they motivate the avoidance of

rule violations (e.g., Ausubel, 1955; Keltner & Haidt, 1997;

Kochanska, 1993; Moore, 1993). Nonhuman appeasement pro-

cesses, in contrast, seem to be primarily elicited by concrete,

physical events and not elaborated into symbolic concepts that

guide social practices and behavior.

Summary of the Accounts of Embarrassment

The five accounts of embarrassment answer different ques-

tions, focus on different aspects of emotion, and are most

uniquely suited to explain different kinds of evidence. Although

in certain instances the accounts clearly make different predic-

tions, together they converge on what one might consider a

prototypical process of embarrassment. Embarrassment typi-

cally begins when an individual acts in a way that violates

rules of a conventional nature, thus momentarily threatening the

individual's social identity within the interaction. The individual

responds with submissive and affiliative behavior. This behavior,

in turn, evokes reconciliation-related behavior in others that

restores the social interaction and, more broadly, the individual's

social identity.

Conclusions, Questions, and Future Prospects

This article began with two simple questions: What are the

forms of embarrassment? and What accounts for the nature of

embarrassment-related responses? Our review showed that the

antecedents, appraisals, experience, expressive behavior, and—

to a certain extent—autonomic physiology of embarrassment

are distinct from those of related emotions. These different re-

sponses of embarrassment have drawn the attention of theorists

who have offered accounts of the causes, effects, and functions

of embarrassment. Although these accounts pertain to different

kinds of evidence, their conceptual overlap is significant; they

converge on the notion that embarrassment serves an important

appeasement function in social interactions.

Numerous questions regarding embarrassment and related

states remain and deserve further empirical attention. Studies

of embarrassment in other cultures are limited (for exceptions,

see Abu-Lughod, 1986; Edelmann & Iwawaki, 1987; Haidt &

Keltner, 1997; and Sueda & Wiseman, 1992 ) and raise the ques-

tion of How do other cultures represent, display, and experience

embarrassment? In cultures in which embarrassment is more

prominent, are there more widely agreed on antecedents and

nonverbal displays of embarrassment? In cultures in which em-

barrassment has more positive connotations, as in India

(Shweder, 1993), does embarrassment involve more positive

experiences and nonverbal displays? More systematic study

needs to be undertaken of cultures in which embarrassment

seems to have more significant costs for the self, as in Japan

(Lebra, 1983) where studies indicate embarrassment seems to

involve greater criticism, less humor, and the greater inclination

to apologize (Edelmann & Iwawaki, 1987). We hope that our

review of the responses of embarrassment points to productive

methods for addressing such questions.

Continued and more direct examination of the blush is most

certainly needed to determine its relation to nonverbal behavior,

its variation across cultures, its underlying physiological mecha-

nisms, and whether it varies when associated with embar-

rassment, shame, or anger. Are there different kinds of blushes,

as suggested by some (Leary et al., 1992)? Does the blush

have a function of its own (e.g., Castelfranchi & Poggi, 1990),

perhaps heightening the signal value of other appeasement ges-

tures or signaling affiliation, as we have speculated? Or is the

blush simply a by-product of other psychological processes,

such as social attention (e.g., Darwin, 1872)? Do individuals

in whom the blush is less visible display embarrassment more

clearly in other nonverbal behaviors, as the studies of the coordi-

nation of the response channels of embarrassment (e.g., Leary

et al., 1996) would suggest?

Additional research needs to be done on individual differences

in embarrassment, which have important social correlates (Kelt-

ner et al., 1995; Miller, 1995). Research has found that individ-

ual differences in embarrassment are quite stable by Age 3

(Lewis et al., 1991), indicating that embarrassment proneness

is present early and likely to play an important role in the

development of personality. These findings raise interesting

questions. What biological factors predispose the young infant

to embarrassment? What environmental factors, perhaps paren-

tal criticism, contribute to the proneness to embarrassment?

What are the social consequences of this early proneness to

embarrassment? Research that addresses these questions will

offer another approach for identifying the biological substrates,

social causes, and functions of embarrassment.

The role of embarrassment in social interactions, such as

teasing, flirtation, conformity, and punishment (e.g., Moore,

1993), needs to be further explored to more directly document

the social functions of embarrassment as well as its social costs.

The factors that govern the systematic relations between displays

of embarrassment and observers' responses of amusement,

laughter, and sympathy need to be explored, as do the relations

between observers' anger and disgust and individuals' embar-

rassment and shame. In conducting this research, researchers

are likely to further document how embarrassment is part of

orderly social behavior and, more generally, how emotions are

central to human social life.
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